
Supply Chain Solutions 



Working for you worldwide
The international logistics company HOYER is a worldwide market leader in moving liquids by road, rail and sea.  

Wherever they may go, HOYER will get chemicals, foodstuffs, gas and mineral oil to their destinations safely and  

efficiently in tank containers, road tankers, flexitanks and intermediate bulk containers (IBCs). HOYER also has  

numerous logistics facilities with depots, cleaning stations and workshops. Its portfolio also includes on-site logistics, 

filling and blending services, terminal operations, dry-bulk logistics and project development. 115 representative 

offices and around 6,000 employees throughout the world ensure a reliable and smooth transport process. HOYER  

is organised in business units that cover a variety of product and service areas and thereby always guarantee the right 

logistical solution for every requirement.

You reach your goals with SCS 
The Supply Chain Solutions (SCS) business line undertakes entire logistics processes, both in customers’ plants and 

off-site, and develops solutions and optimisations for challenging logistics tasks. The portfolio of services comprises:

 On-site logistics

 Filling and blending services 

  Intermodal terminal operations 

 Dangerous goods terminal operations

 Dry-bulk logistics

 Project development

HOYER operates numerous logistics facilities in Europe. More than 700 SCS employees, with their significant know-how  

and high standards of safety, security and quality awareness, ensure the smooth operation of the logistics chain.
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We optimise  
your processes
HOYER is the only logistics service provider in the chemical industry that 

offers and bundles a full range of services, creating synergies from which 

all customers benefit. For this, HOYER provides a tailor-made logistics infra-

structure. You benefit from a broad spectrum of services, efficiently designed 

logistics processes and customised processing of your requirements.
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On-site logistics 
HOYER takes over part of your logistics and integrates itself seamlessly into your business processes with its  

own employees at your location. The aim of the collaboration is to optimise the quality of your on-site logistics 

and to minimise overall supply chain costs.

Filling and blending services
HOYER fills almost every liquid chemical product in its own fully and semi-automatic filling facilities.  

Upon request, HOYER takes over the material directly at the production site, transports it and also manages  

its distribution.

Intermodal terminal operations
HOYER constantly invests in expanding its intermodal terminal operations and is continuously enlarging the 

European network. In addition to its own facility in Germany, HOYER has collaborated in several intermodal 

terminals in Europe for a number of years.

 Customised on-site logistics concepts

 Cost transparency

 Know-how of continually trained staff

 Utilisation of synergies

 Seamless integration into the 

plant’s logistics process

 Strongly developed safety culture

 State-of-the-art filling facilities

 Comprehensive expert knowledge

 One-stop-shopping reduces interface risks

 Short turnaround times

 Modern IT systems

 Large-scale transhipment installations

 Flexible goods flows

 On-the-spot repair facilities

 Safeguarding the cold chain

 Highest possible safety and security standards

 Use of modern warehouse management systems

	Additional services such as weighing, heating, 

cleaning and maintenance

 Constant availability

 Fast truck dispatch processing

 Comprehensive costs overview

 Handling by logistics specialists

 Tailor-made logistics solutions

 Competence resulting from a large number of projects

 Use of proven calculation tools

 Provision of logistics infrastructure

Dangerous goods terminal operations
HOYER has modern terminals available in which dangerous goods can be transhipped, stored and managed. 

With innovative storage and handling concepts, your products are available at any time.

Dry-bulk logistics
HOYER offers customised concepts for silo logistics plants, for example bulk loading, filling into various packaging 

types, storage, dispatch processing and load securing as well as maintenance and repair.

Project development
HOYER develops and plans logistics activities globally for you, for example new logistics plants including the 

associated assets, processes and approvals, with the objective of a future operation.
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 Many years of experience in chemical industry logistics

 Costs transparency and variable logistics costs

 Sound, financially strong and reliable family business

 Highly developed SHEQ philosophy (safety, health, environment, quality)

 Utilisation of synergies

Our strengths are your advantages
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HOYER GmbH 

Internationale Fachspedition

Head Office 

Wendenstraße 414–424

20537 Hamburg

Germany

Phone  +49 40 210 44 - 0

Fax  +49 40 210 44 - 246

Internet www.hoyer-group.com

Email  hoyer@hoyer-group.com
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